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Professor St. Antoine
On the Persisting
Problem of Picketing
"Peaceful picketing," the Supreme
Court has said , "is the workingman's
means of communication." For forty
years the court treated peaceful pick1 eting as a form of free speech entitled
to constitutional protection under
the first amendment except where it
was coercive or directed to achieve
unlawful objectives. Yet. argues
Michigan labor law expert Theodore
J. St. Antoine, the Supreme Court's
1980 decision in NLRB v. Retail
Clerk's Local 1001 [Safeco] suggests a
change.
In the first lecture of this year's
Donahue Series at Suffolk Universit
in Boston, Professor St. Antoine held
that "Safeco was the first time the
Supreme Court has ever clearly sustained a ban on peaceful, order!
picketing addressed to, and calling
for seemingly lawful responses b ,
individual consumers acting on their
own." Furthermore, Safeco is
unlikely to put an end to debate, said
St. Antoine, since it "comes close to
being an unreasoned decision on
the issue of picketing as free speech."
There was no majority opinion on
the constitutional question in the
case, St. Antoine pointed out. so "we
' do not have five Justices in agree' ment on a rationale for constitutionally proscribing peaceful
secondary consumer picketing."
This sort of picketing, which was
involved in Safeco, "asks consumers
not to buy a nonunion product being
distributed by a second party." At
least two important questions about
such picketing remained unanswered
by the court's opinion in an earlier
case known as "Tree Fruits'' where
the court upheld the picketing of

nonunion apples which were only
one of many products handled by a
supermarket chain, St. Antoine said.
First, would such picketing be
upheld where the boycotted product
constituted a substantial part of the
secondary retailer's business?
"Second , as a matter of constitutional free speech, could a union be
forbidden to engage in peaceful,
orderly picketing asking individual
members of the consuming public to
refrain either from purchasing a primary product ... or from patronizing
the retailer entirely?" Professor St.
Antoine's analysis of the opinions in
Safeco stressed the failure of the
court to address this constitutional
question adequately.
There has been a continuing debate
about picketing , St. Antoine said .
One line of analysis has held "that as
a means of communication , picketing
is free speech and is entitled to every
constitutional protection afforded
any other form of expression." In this
view it should make little difference
whether a message appears on a
placard carried by an individual , or
whether it appears in a newspaper, a
handbill. or a bumper sticker. "The
opposing line of anal sis ," said St.
Antoine , "is that picketing is ...
'speech plus.' That 'plus' element . . .
enables picketing to be regulated in
wa s that ould not be constitutionally tolerated for other forms of
communication.' '
The upreme Court's histor of
treating picketing as constitutional!
protected free speech began in a 1940
case . Thornhill v. Alabama , in\ hich
the court held that abridgement of
the right to picket "can be justified
onl \ here the clear danger of substanti e e ils arises .... "
Constitutional! allowable limitations on picketing ha e been
recognized by the court \ here the
end pursued was unla ful. or where
emplo ee e erted concerted pressure
on an emplo er. St. Antoine aid.
Yet Ju tic Douglas has al o written
that "picketing b an organized
group i more than free speech. since
it . . . ma induce action .. . irrespective of the nature of the ideas which
are being di seminated."
Thi could happen if picketers are
ph sicall threatening or intimidating, t. Antoine said, but "then we
have a problem in the law of assault ,
not of the First Amendment." Picketing might also trigger activity in a
viewer when it functions as a 'signal ," but the same would be true
of "an unfair list, or a red flag," t.
Antoine rea oned.
"Perhaps the deepest objection to
picketing's claims as protected
speech,'' he continued, "is that it

Theodore J. St. Antoine
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involves no intellectual appeal, no
exchange of ideas." While granting
the argument has some truth. St.
Antoine pointed out that the same
could be said of bumperstickers "or
such ancient political battle cries
as 'Tippecanoe and Tyler too.' " The
physical aspect of picketing, similarly , is not a distinguishing feature.
St. Antoine said , "I see no basis for
distinguishing constitutionally
between the handbiller and the picketer. Each has the capacity to
confront us with an accusing pair of
eyes."
Through such parallels, Professor
St. Antoine constructed his thesis
that picketing must be seen as constitutionally protected communication.
'_'To the extent that particular picketmg may properly be subject to
regulation or prohibition , it is
because of elements that would similarly subject other particular
communications to regulation or
prohibition," he said.
The pi cket line is the traditional
means of communication of working
men and women, said St. Antoine.
If their message or object in picketing
is "constitutionally beyond the reach
of the law. so too is peaceful , orderly
picketing" to secure it. If picketers '
goals are lawful, and their actions
peaceful. then their means should be
approved. "Surely different treatment
would not be warranted," St. Antoine
argued , "just because picketing may
be the most visible, efficacious way
for working people to get their message across to their intended
audience at the crucial moment of
decision ."
In conclusion Professor St. Antoine
said that if the Constitution protects
the rights of middle class people
to use their natural means of communication. the media , then "working
men and women should be no less
free to use theirs , the picket line. "
Professor St. Antoine's speech will be
published in full in the Suffolk University Law Review , the publication
which sponsors the Donahue Lecture
Series. The Lectures honor the memory of a long-time Associate Justice of
the Superior Court of Massachusetts,
Frank J. Donahue.
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Professor Allen Speaks
On Penal Policy and
Consensual Behavior
Professor Francis A. Allen delivered the Siebenthaler Lecture
sponsored by Salmon P. Chase Colleg~ of ~aw at Northern Kentucky
University m February. In his speech
Professor Allen, who is Edson R.
Sunderland Professor of Law at Michigan, discussed the history of
American criminal justice, focusing
on "prob_lems arising out of sumptuary cnmmal regulations enacted, in
significant part, to vindicate certain
moral attitudes-attitudes that typically are in great contention and
dispute within contemporary
society."
Professor Allen pointed out that
laws defining sumptuary offenses, by
contrast with other criminal legislation , "bespeak a morality that in
greater or lesser degree is rejected
and sometimes actively opposed by
large ?roups within the community."
The history of the American experience with such legislation makes the
point, Professor Allen said. "For the
most part criminal sanctions have
been resorted to during periods when
the older consensus has broken
down, and when the proponents of
repression are experiencing grave
anxieties about the survival of the traditional moral codes. Criminal
enforcement of morals at such times
displays a critical loss of confidence
in the efficacy of persuasion, education and example to preserve the
traditional values."
. Professor Allen cited the telling
instance of the ratification of the
Eighteenth Amendment which only
came about after the prohibition
movement was in disarray. The temperance movement began as an effort
at persuasion, he demonstrated
rather than at regulation . It cha,nged,
Professor Allen said, as reformers lost
confidence and changed their "conception of those who were to be the
objects of reform, a progression from
persons requiring compassion and
assistance to those seen as adversaries and enemies."
Frequently sumptuary criminal
regulation is advocated in part for
symbolic reasons. This explains "the
willingness of the proponents to
sponsor or urge the retention of criminal provisions that are patently
unenforcable, or unenforcable without exhorbitant costs that even the
proponents are unwilling to incur."
Yet, Professor Allen cautioned, this
has lead to situations "in which law
enforcement was demoralized , sane-

tions were applied capriciously and
hence unjustly, and in which public
life was corrupted and hypocrisy
reigned," notably during Prohibition.
Sumptuary legislation which is
widely opposed can be passed
be ause of the narrow focus of its
proponents. Similarly, limited-interest groups can sometimes exercise
veto power even when they cannot
effect legislation favoring their positions, by refusing to compromise
or moderate their stance. Yet their
success can result in decreased
respect for law, if it means statutes
are enacted but not consistently
enforced.
In conclusion Professor Allen
urged that law has a morality which
offers some important guidelines:
"No law should be passed imposing
stigmatic penal sanctions on persons
that does not clearly define the
behavior that is made criminal. No
such law should be enacted before
realistic appraisal is made of the
chance of its achieving its stated
objectives; without estimating the
social costs incurred and the personal
values sacrificed in efforts to enforce
it; without thinking about what is
lost, not only if the enforcement
effort fails, but also if it succeeds."

Judge Wade McCree
Receives Various Honors
Former Solicitor General of the
United States Wade H. McCree, Jr.
joined the Law School facult this
fall. Since then he has been kept
almost as busy accepting accolades as
in giving students the benefits of his
experience as a judge and as one of
the nation's most distinguished
lawyers.
Upon arrival at the Law School
Judge McCree was named first holder
of the Lewis W. Simes Professorship
of Law. Simes was a noted authorit
on property law who taught at Michigan from 1932 until 1959. After that
time, he held emeritus status until
his death in 1974.
Judge McCree was also invited to
deliver the second annual Dave
Miller Memorial Lecture at Wayne
State University in October. His topic
on that occasion was "The Federal
Government in the upreme Court:
Who Determines Policy?" His speech
examined the relationship between
the role of the Solicitor General and
the overall impact of the federal gov-

ernment on public policy. During
his own term as Solicitor General,
McCree argued some twenty-five
cases before the Supreme Court.
The lecture series was established
in 1979 with a grant from the United
Auto Workers Retired and Older
Workers Council to honor Dave
Miller who was a founding member
of the National Council of Senior
Citizens. Judge McCree was introduced on the occasion of his lecture
by current president of the United
Auto Workers International Union,
Douglas Fraser.
More recently Judge McCree
received recognition from the military. Last December he was inducted ·
into the Hall of Fame at the United
States Army Infantry Officers Candidate School at Fort Bennings,
Georgia. McCree, who attended the
school , served four years in the
United States Army during World
War II and was awarded the Combat
Infantry Badge and the Bronze Star.
His picture now hangs in Wigle Hall
with those of other distinguished
graduates of the Officers Candidate
School.
Finally , Judge McCree has been
awarded an honorary Doctorate of
Humane Letters from Hebrew Union
College in Cincinnati , Ohio. The
degree , which was handed out at
Founders ' Day exercises in 1arch.
will be the twenty-fifth honorary
degree that Judge McCree has
received in his distinguished career
as a lawyer and jurist.

Wade H. McCree

Lawyers Club
Made Accessible
To Handicapped
The theme of 1981, proclaimed the
International Year of Disabled Persons b the United ations. as "The
Full Participation of Disabled Persons
in their Societ_ ." The University of
Michigan sponsored various activities
to remind the communit of the role
disabled people have and do play
at Michigan. Changes were also
financed to facilitate the continuing
participation of the disabled in all
phases of campus life.
One small but important change at
the Law School was the replacement
of the steps leading into the Lawyers
Club from State Street with a gradual
ramp. This makes wheelchair access
to the building considerably easier to
manage.

Before renovation this entrance to the
Lawyers Club was daunting to people in
wheelchairs.
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Grant Will Support
Vining's Work on
Legal Authority

Joseph Vining
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Professor Joseph Vining of the
University of Michigan Law School
has won a Senior Fellowship for
Independent Study and Research
from the National Endowment in the
Humanities. ining is an e pert in
administrative law who served on the
staff of the President's Commission
on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice under Lyndon
Johnson. The fellowship will enable
ining to devote the ne t academic
year to completing a book entitled
The Authoritative and the Authoritarian . The book will explore the
prospects for individual freedom and
willing obedience to law in an
increasing! bureaucratized world .
Vining will criticize recent developments in legal practice in the light
of theoretical and historical views
on the necessary and appropriate role
of law in society. ining's aim is to
bring the traditional presuppositions
about legal method in our culture
to bear on the growing institutional
impersonality of the legal system.
In his current research , as in his
previous book Legal Identity: The
Coming of Age of Public Law, Professor Vining is concerned with the
relationship between individuals and
institutions. While his earlier work
dealt with the nature of the persons
who speak to courts , this study of the
authoritative and the authoritarian
will examine the voice of the courts
which articulates law.
Complaints have been increasing ,
Vining says, about the decline of the
authority of law in our society. He
hypothesizes that changes in institutional structures may be partly
responsible. Lawyers have traditionally turned to documents and texts
for authoritative statements of law,
Vining says, notably to Supreme
Court opinions. The scrupulous reading which lawyers give such texts
expresses faith that a responsible
individual mind has conceived and
composed them . One cause of the
decline in the authority of law, Vining suggests , may be the growing
recognition that judicial opinions are
produced by a bureaucratic system
which seems uncentered and
mindless .
This is an institutional development over which society has some
control. Reform that will counter this
disintegration of the authority of
law may be hoped for , Vining says,
when we better understand which
elements in our traditional legal sys-

tern have been essential in eliciting
willing obedience to law. Vining's
intention is to clarif how legal institutions and practice e pr ss or
counter the theoretical presuppositions of the legal syst m. His study of
what has lent legal te ts their authority will draw on the history of
theolog , another disciplin where
the relationship of language, belief,
and behavior is crucial.
ining is convinced that there are
methodological affinities between law
and theology. and that the discussion
of these similarities may help us to
see more clearly how to identify and
foster those aspects of the legal system which are e sential to preserving
its legitimac and authority.

Law School Fund
Historical Update
A short history of the Law School
Fund was included in Professor Roy
Proffit's article, "Reading ...
Between the Sheets ," which appeared
in the Summer 1981 issue of Law
Quadrangle ates. The summer issue
carries the annual report of the Fund
and alumni notes .
In his article Professor Proffitt
wrote that no complete list of those
who participated in the initial planning session for the Fund that
occurred in February of 1961 was
available. Happily , a copy of the
minutes of that historic meeting has
since come to light. To correct the
record , and to acknowledge our
appreciation for their important contributions , we are now listing the
names of all alumni and faculty who
attended :
Alumni :
Hon. James R. Breakey, Jr. , Ann
Arbor, MI
Chester J. Byrns , Benton Harbor, MI
Ralph M. Carson, New York City
Glenn M. Coulter, Detroit, MI
George E. Diethelm , New York City
Thomas V. Koykka, Cleveland, OH
Sam Ford Massie, Jr., Grand Rapids ,
MI
John H . Pickering, Washington, DC
James A. Sprowl, Chicago, IL
Jack L. White. Cleveland, OH
Herbert E. Wilson, Indianapolis, IN
Faculty:
Dean Allan F. Smith
Associate Dean Charles W. Joiner
Associate Dean Russell A. Smith
Professor John W. Reed
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Book Award Commends
Sax's Reflections
On the National Parks
Professor Joseph Sax of the Law
School has won the University of
Michigan Press Book Award for
1981. This award, which is given to a
member of the teaching and research
staff of the University whose book
has added distinction to the Michigan Press list, recognizes Sax's latest
book, Mountains Without Handrails:
Reflections on the National Parks.
The award describes the book thus:
"Joseph L. Sax gives perspective to
the longstanding and bitter battles
over the use of our national parklands: hikers vs. cyclists; ski resort
developers vs. wilderness advocates;
'industrial tourism' vs. recreational
'elitism.' Drawing upon the most
controversial disputes of recent
years-those involving Yosemite
National Park, the Colorado River in
the Grand Canyon, and the Disney
Plan for California's Mineral King
Valley-Professor Sax proposed a
novel scheme for the protection and
management of America's national
parks. Nathaniel Reed, former Assistant Secretary of the Department of
the Interior for Fish, Wildlife, and
Parks says in his review, 'Brilliant,
daring to break new ground, .. . the
book is a must for concerned conservationists. Joseph Sax's keen legal
mind and penetrating vision has
produced a highly controversial
review and blueprint for future management of America's unique national
park system.' "
Mountains Without Handrails.
which is currently in its fourth paperback edition, has received much
such praise since its original publication in 1980. Reviewers have
commended Sax's ability to make a
philosophical and moral argument in
a tone that is neither simplistic nor
"too preachy."
Here is an example of the style of
Sax's comments: "While nature is not
a uniquely suitable setting, it seems
to have a peculiar power to stimulate
us to reflectiveness by its awesomeness and grandeur, its complexity,
the unfamiliarity of untrammeled
ecosystems to urban residents, and
the absence of distraction. The special additional claim for nature as
a setting is that it not only promotes
self-understanding, but also an
understanding of the world in which
we live. Our initial response to
nature is often awe and wonderment:
trees that have survived for millenia;
a profusion of flowers in the seeming
sterility of the desert; predator and

In Mountains Without Handrails Sax says , "Early park supporters had an idea in their minds
about the importance to people of encounters with nature." This picture of a Michigan student
in 1868 , visiting what was to become Isle Royale ational Park, shows the solitary shoreline
that awaited the contemplation of nineteenth century adventurers .

prey living in equilibrium. These
marvels are intriguing. but their
appeal is not merely aesthetic. ature
is also a successful model of many
things that human communities seek:
continuity, stability and sustenance,
adaptation. sustained productivity,
diversity and e olutionary change.
The frequent observations that natural systems renew themselves without
exhaustion of resources , that the
thri e on tolerance for diversity, and
they resist the arrogance of the conqueror all seem to give confirmation
to the intuitions of the contemplative
recreationist."
It is Sax's iew that we should use
the national parks to de elop our
tastes for natural beaut . much as we
use museums to develop our tastes
in art. National parks should be
places where we learn how to enjo
reflective, independent recreation,
Sax asserts. In this he exemplifies his
own characterization of preservationists: "The preservationist is not an
elitist who wants to e elude others ,
notwithstanding popular opinion
to the contrar · he is a moralist who
wants to convert them."
Professor Sax. who is a national
authority on environmental law,
is the author of two earlier books.
Defending the Environment and Water
Law: Planning and Policy. He is coauthor of the book Water and Water
Rights and has written numerous
articles for legal journals and for
national magazines.
5

Alfred Canard's
Achievements

Alfred Conard
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To the sound of enthusiastic
applause reverberating through the
large lecture hall in which his Enterprise Organization course met and
carrying the champagne bottle with
which the final class lucky enough to
profit from his brilliant , exacting
instruction rewarded him , Professor
Alfred Conard swept out the door.
For thirty-seven ears .Professor Conard has been stimulating law
students and exacting the highest
levels of performance from them .
Tributes by former students and colleagues all expressed the conviction
that Professor Conard will continue
to educate through his writing and
his example for many years .
Professor Conard came to Michigan
in 1954. In his teaching and contributions to curricular planning, he has
al ways been governed by his sense of
the particular character and importance of legal education. Professor
Conard is one of the foremost authorities in the corporate field ; in
addition he is a comparatist of international reputation. He has advocated
the use of empirical research in legal
scholarship and has demonstrated
how that can be done to powerful
and elegant effect.
Even in fields that were not his
central concern , Professor Canard's
contributions have been highly original and important. ' Insurance," said
Professor Jeffrey O'Connell of University of Virginia Law School, "is
something that he has dealt with
using only his left hand , just occasionally spending time with it. ...
But when he focused on insurance
. . . the result was ... as fine a piece
on the nature and impact of insurance as anybody has ever done."
Former colleague Professor Stanley
Siegel of the UCLA Law Faculty has
spoken of Canard's wider contribution: "Al Conard is the magic
combination of scholar, teacher, and
colleague that we all seek to become.
He has written authoritatively on an
enormous range of subjects , from the
problems of the tort system of reparation for automobile accidents to the
responsibilities of corporate directors ,
from the abstraction of a complete
rethinking of the perspectives of
corporations to the practical details of
revising the Model Business Corporation Act. He has not limited himself
to the 'safe' and ready solutions to
legal problems , but instead has
blazed new paths. To name but a few:
no-fault auto insurance, elimination
of the concept of corporate stated
capital, wholesale revision of the

derivative suit, reexamination of the
personal liability of corporate directors. His approach is innovative,
integrative, and scholarly .. . .
"Alfred Conard , a very special
colleague , a most gifted teacher and
scholar, .. . is a gift from The University of Michigan to the world of law,
and to those fortunate ones ... who
have the joy of working with him."

Down with Equality
Says Westen in
Harvard Law Review
Law School Professor Peter Westen
argues that equality is an idea that
should be "banished from moral and
legal discourse as an explanatory
norm." In a Harvard Law Review article entitled "The Empty Idea of
Equality ' Westen maintains that this
concept which pervades Western
thought is really both superfluous
and dangerously confusing.
Discussing rights in terms of equality is unnecessary, Westen claims ,
because "the entitlements people
mistakenly attribute to the idea of
equality all derive from external substantive rights." The claim that "likes
should be treated alike," is tautological; it offers no moral , administrative,
or legal guide in the absence of specific rules with regard to which
individuals are judged to be the
same.
In his article, Westen analyzes
representative equal protection cases ,
demonstrating that the idea of equality is superfluous to them , since it
is "logically indistinguishable from
the standard formula for distributive
justice, that is, that 'every person
should be given his due.' " One modern day application of Westen's
argument which is discussed in the
article is the proposed Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA) .
The ERA seeks to guarantee that
"equality of rights under the law
shall not be denied ... on account of
sex." Westen argues that the term
"equality" adds "nothing whatever"
to the substance and meaning of
the amendment. Without the use of
the word "equality," says Westen, the
ERA would have essentially the same
message and implications: "Rights
under the law shall not be denied ...
on account of sex."
Westen goes on to argue that the
idea of equality is not merely redundant but also harmful to logical ,
moral , and political discourse.
Throughout history, he says , respect

for the rhetoric of equality has caused
"values asserted in the form of equality to carry greater moral and legal
weight than they deserve on their
merits ." The result is that such arguments "invariably place all opposing
arguments on the defensive."
In the case of the Equal Rights
Amendment. Westen suggests that
the traditional prestige of the concept
of equality "may explain why proponents of the ERA drafted it in the
language of equality." Their adversaries, perhaps because they do not
perceive the tautological nature of the
concept, "are placed in the uncomfortable position of having to argue
against equality."
Another case in point, according to
Westen, is the 1964 Supreme Court
case, Reynolds v. Sims, dealing with
the apportionment of representatives
for state legislatures on the basis of
population. "Chief Justice Earl Warren, advocating the substantive
principle of 'one person, one vote,'
chose to frame his position as an

argument for 'equality.' As a consequence, Justice John Harlan. writing
for the dissenters , was placed on

Peter Westen

the defensive," Westen says. He could
not deny that the 14th Amendment
guarantees equality, nor could he
deny that equality means treating
equals equally. Therefore, says Westen, "Justice Harlan found himself in
the unhappy position of having to
argue against equality."
Until people come to recognize
that 'equality' is an empty concept
which has no particular substantive
content, use of the rhetoric of equality will probably continue to "skew
moral and political discourse." When
people realize that every moral and
legal argument can be framed in the
form of an argument for equality, the
concept should lose its usefulness.
"People will answer arguments for
equality by making counterarguments
for equality," based on a different
standard of comparison. But until
people see that equality is a derivative concept, it will be used to
mystity the rights with which it
becomes associated and will distort
decisionmaking , Westen concluded.

The Concept of Equality: Peter Westen States His Thesis
Equality. Wars are waged over it,
states are founded on it, revolutions
are started in its name. Aristotle
declared it the basis of all just societies. A "just" society, he said, is an
"equal" society, a society that treats
equals equally.
But what does equality really
mean? What do we mean by saying
two things are empirically equal? Or
two people are legally equal?
To say persons or things are equal
cannot mean they are empirically
or legally the same in every respect.
No two things or persons are ever
entirely the same. Sticks of wood that
are empirically the same in length
are empirically different in the space
they occupy and the matter they contain. Rich and poor people who are
legally the same when it comes to
voting are legally different when it
comes to medicaid.
Nor does "equal" mean that two
persons or things are empirically or
legally the same in some random
respect. For all persons and things are
the same in some respect. Rocks and
flowers contain the same empirical
kind of electrons. Saints and criminals
have the same legal right to be free
from cruel and unusual punishment.
To say things are equal means they
are the same by reference to the particular standard of measurement at
hand, whatever the empirical or legal
standard may be. Sticks of wood that

are equal as measured by length may
be unequal as measured by thickness.
Saints and criminals who are equal
as measured by legal standards
against torture are unequal as measured by legal standards for voting.
In short, equality and inequality
have no meaning apart from the particular standard at hand. They are
simply a spelling out of what it means
to apply a given empirical or legal
standard to two persons or things. In
the absence of agreement on an applicable standard, equalities and
inequalities cannot exist. Given agreement on an applicable standard,
equalities and inequalities ensue
automatically.
Consider the relationship between
matching red apples and green
apples. Are they equal, or are they
not? Obviously it depends upon the
standard of measurement. If we measure them by size, or shape, or weight,
they are equal. If we measure them
by color, taste, or acidity, they are
unequal. And if we cannot decide
whether to measure them by size or
by color, we cannot tell whether they
are equal or unequal.
The same also holds for issues of
moral and legal equality. Take equality in wages and salaries, for example.
People disagree about whether salaries
should be based on standards of
merit, or need, or supply and
demand. Each standard is a measure

for defining ''equals." Employees
who are equal by per-capita standards
may be unequal by standards of need.
Employees who are equal by need
may be unequal by merit. The real
dispute is not about equality (which
each standard provides), but about the
standard by ivhich equality is to be
measured.
This means that all arguments
about equality are derivative. Is it
"equal" or "unequal" to base salaries
on merit as opposed to need? The
answer turns on one's standards. By
standards of merit, it is perfectly
equal. By standards of need, it is
unequal. To call it "unequal" is simply a roundabout way of saying that
one prefers a standard of need to a
standard of merit.
So what about the wars and revolutions? What about Aristotle? Doesn't
equality itself count for anything? Yes
and no. Equality is as important and
unimportant-as good and bad-as
the moral and legal standards by
which it is measured. To say two people are legally equal means that some
moral or written law exists that treats
them the same, but it says nothing
at all about the content of the law.
Aristotle's principle that · equals
should be treated equally" means:
people who by law should be treated
the same should by law be treated the
same. It is perfectly true. But it is not
very interesting.
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Allan Smith Reflects
on University
Administration

Allan Smith
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Throughout a 35- ear academic
career at The University of Michigan.
Allan F. mith has learned to a cept
challenges gracefully-as Law chool
dean. the U- ' i e-pre ident for
academic affairs. interim U-M president, and law professor.
ow, his latest chall nge is r tirement. This past fall term. Smith
taught his last class in propert law
at the Law School. having reached
the retirement age of 70. After a winter vacation in Florida, he plans to
return to Ann Arbor. He is due to
receive the formal "emeritus'' status
in 1a and is considering an offer
from the La School to teach a postretirement seminar starting ne t fall.
Looking back at accomplishments
during his career, Smith views the
equanimity with which the U-M
administration dealt with periods of
student turbulence in the 1960s and
1970s, while he was vice-president
for academic affairs , as a significant
achievement. "As a group, I feel
administrators of the University did a
better job of keeping control over all
situations-in avoiding destruction
and keeping the place from shutting
down-than any other major institution in the country ," said Smith in
a recent interview. " Of course , much
of the credit must go to Robben
Fleming ,' who was President of the
University at that time.
Among other accomplishments
which were gratifying to him during
his administrative career, Smith lists
the "nurturing " of a newly created UM Center for Continuing Education
for Women , creation of the Institute
for the Study of Mental Retardation
and Related Disabilities , development
of U-M area centers during
1965-1974 under Ford Foundation
and governmental grants, and finally
successful efforts while he was
interim president to obtain a "Certificate of Need " for the U-M 's
Replacement Hospital Project which
is now under way. He said he also
relishes his work with Eugene and
Sadye Power on the performing arts
building for the University.
Today , however, the focus of
administrative attention has shifted to
the economic sphere, as the U-Mamong other higher education institutions-must find ways to cut costs
and , in some cases , reduce programs
without compromising on quality.
"The problems the University faces
now , in terms of money , are of a
dimension I never had to

e perienc ," mith said.
'T
n
r be n an advo at of
siz for its own sak . On th contrary, I think th proc s w 've
followed for 30 ars of ontrolling
grm th through individual school or
colleg d ision of what the siz
should b i the b st proc dur t
follow. I'm not at all sur w didn 't
g t overe t nded , but I still think
those chools and alleges can b st
determin what their capaciti ar ,
and what the d mand for their product is."
mith maintains that, d spit
financial probl m . growth of unit
should not be slow d in ar as wh r
there is gr at so i tal need . For ample. "th
chool of Busin ss
Administration face gr at demand
for th ir s rvi s and product. and I
see no reason wh they shouldn 't
e pand ," noted mith.
"In the literary college. neith r the
undergraduate program nor the graduate program should nee ssarily get
much smaller . Since tuition revenue
today repre ent some 38 percent
of the Universit 's general fund budget, the program would have to be
reduced considerably to realize an
budgetar benefits."
Smith said a major difficult for UM administrators , especially on budget matters, is having to be
accountable to man constituencies.
President Shapiro and the vice-president for acade ic affairs. B. E. Frye,
" have a tough job because they have
to let Lansing and our alumni know
that the University's fiscal problems
are very real and that we do risk
declining quality. At the same tim ,
they have to find a way to let the
internal units know that all is not lost
and that this is still a very strong
institution. "
Smith said he felt University-wide
budget pressures have not necessarily
meant greater centralization of University governance. "I have ver little
sympathy with the notion that we
have suddenly be ome a highly c ntralized institution. Yet he said he
believes certain matters, such as program discontinuance, can best be
decided "by people who are paid to
think at a University level. "
A native of Nebraska, Smith grad uated in 1933 from Nebraska Stat
Teachers College and planned to
become a high sch ool English
teacher. But because of limi ted conomic opportunities in teaching at
that time, he took a job as a legal
stenographer for three years, and
then went on to r ceiv a law degr e
from the University of Nebraska in
1940.
He cam to the U-M in 1940 to
purs ue advanced law degrees. Gov-

ernment and military service
intervened, and he returned to the
U-M in 1946, joining the law faculty
as lecturer. An auiliority on the law
of property, Professor Smith has
made the field accessible in his perennially popular first-year course.
University Regent Thomas Roach is
one of Smith's former students in the
course as are the parents of several
students who were fortunate enough
to b in Smith's final Property class
this fall. All Smith's students seem to
agree that he was challenging yet
fair and engaging, revealing the interest and importance of Property Law.
Professor Smith became a full
professor in 1953, then Dean of the
Law School. As Dean, Smith played
a critical role. Although Michigan
had already been a great law school
for many years, a 1959 evaluation
expressed concern about the homogeneity of the faculty which had
resulted from the retirement of several distinguished scholars. Taking
over the deanship in 1960, Smith
moved to diversify the curriculum
and the faculty, while preserving the
traditional high standards of the
institution. According to current dean
Terrance Sandalow, Smith's deanship
marked "the beginning of the modern history of the Law School";
during it "a large number of exceedingly able faculty members," were
hired, "many of whom have in the
years since become important members of the faculty and major figures
in the law." At the same time that
Smith worked to broaden the intellectual activities of the School, he also
preserved the spirit of collegiality
which characterizes the Michigan
faculty.
He left the deanship to become
vice-president for academic affairs in
1965, guiding academic programs
for the University for nine years. In
1979 he was asked by the Regents to
serve as interim president of the
University until a successor was
named for retiring President Robben
Fleming.
In December 1980, upon completion of his presidency, Smith was
awarded an honorary doctor of laws
degree by the Regents. The citation
noted in part: "Rarel has a single
person had such a telling impact on
every facet of the University's mission. Allan Smith is at once author,
scholar, teacher, educational leader
and spokesman. The Regents thus
recognize this remarkably talented
and dedicated friend."
by Harle Schwadron

Economics Building
Destroyed by Fire
On Christmas Eve a fire, which
officials sa was set b an arsonist,
destro ed the Universit of ichigan
Economics Building. Constructed in
various stages, the building ,, a
begun in the 1840s. It vva the oldest
classroom building still in use on
the Universit campus.
The La School sponsors a joint
program in La and Economics, and
several la professors hold joint
appointments in Economics , maintaining offices there as well as in the
Law Quadrangle. an of them lost
valuable pri ate libraries and irreplaceable research material in the
fir . mong those , ho sustained
erious losses was Law School facult
m mb r William James Adams. His
records and results of a year spent
doing r search in France ere coll ct d in a file cabinet that was in the
mo t heavily burned section of the
building. All papers not destro ed b
flam s have been subjected to a
freez -dr ing process that minimizes
water damage resulting from the
fire-fighting efforts.

Parental Rights of
Imprisoned at Issue
In Clinic Case

Ellen Tickner
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The fichigan Supreme Court will
oon decide a case which has
received national attention. Termination of the parental rights of an
incarcerated mother is the problem in
In re Taurus F ____ , Few cases
which concern termination of parental rights reach the Supreme Court
since appellants in these cases have
only one appeal of right. The constitutionality of the 1972 Michigan
statute under which Mrs. F ____ 's
parental rights were terminated in
Probate Court is at issue. The jurisdiction of the court over the child is
also contested , and the Supreme
Court opinion could well address the
scope of dependency jurisdiction
and offer probate courts guidance
about procedure in such cases.
Both sides of the question in the
F ____ case were argued by attorneys with connections to the
University of Michigan Law School.
Chief counsel for the mother is
Robert F. Gillett of Wayne County
Neighborhood Legal Services who
graduated from the Law School in
1978. The American Civil Liberties
Union and Prison Legal Services
have submitted Amicus Curiae briefs
which maintain, as does Gillett, that
Mrs. F _ _ __ was wrongfully
denied her parental rights solely
because of her imprisonment.
Supervising attorney with the University's Child Advocacy Law Clinic,
Ellen Tickner represented the Washtenaw County Department of Social
Services in the case , both at the
Supreme Court and earlier at an evidentiary hearing and finding of fact
in Probate Court. Representation of
the government child protection
agency as of Counsel to the Washtenaw County Prosecuting Attorney is
only one aspect of the work of this
law clinic. Students work in two
other Michigan counties , defending
parents in one and acting as guardian
ad ]item in another. Thus , they get
three perspectives on child abuse and
neglect cases. The law students have
primary responsibility for clinic cases
but are closely supervised by experienced attorneys as well as a child
psychiatrist and a social worker.
Clinic students had primary
responsibility for this case from its
inception in 1978. They represented
Washtenaw County Department of
Social Services at the termination
proceeding , at the Court of Appeals ,
and at a Supreme Court-ordered evidentiary hearing . That hearing

e t nded over the semest r break,
when students are awa from nn
Arbor, so Tickner took over as 1 ad
counsel. Since law students may not
appear before the Supr me ourt,
Tickn r has continued in that rol .
Nevertheless. students have
remained closely involved with the
case. The upreme Court heard oral
arguments during th fall semester.
Thi provided students a unique
1 arning experience. All clinic participants, accompanied by Professor
Donald Duquette who heads the
clinic, Professor David Chambers,
and th members of his seminar in
Child Abuse and Neglect , went to
Lansing to hear the arguments presented. Students read the briefs
prepared by both sides and met
immediate! after the arguments for a
seminar session to discuss the case
with Tickner and with the guardian
ad /item who also attended.
Arguments in the case turn on
whether the mother's sister, Michelle
T ____ , was available to provide
the child , Taurus, an adequate home
until the mother's release from
prison. According to Tickner, Mrs.
T ____ set conditions under
which she would care for Taurus
which were unacceptable to Mrs.
F ____ , Because no agreement
was reached about the child's care,
Mrs. T ____ was not truly "available," Tickner argued, defending
the Department of Social Services's
placement of the child with a foster
family and their initiation of termination proceedings. The Probate Court
did terminate parental rights and the
Circuit Court upheld that decision
on appeal. Before agreeing to hear
arguments in the case, the Supreme
Court remanded it to Probate Court
for findings of fact about placement
alternatives for the child. In that
instance, Tickner argued that the
long-term psychic health of the child,
who is now three and a half and has
lived with the same foster parents
since she was ten days old , would be
threatened if the termination ruling
were overturned. The foster parents
are anxious to adopt Taurus , and the
recommendation of the Judge at the
remand was that the child remain
with them and that adoption be
pursued.
Tickner argues for the significance
of the age of the child who had to
pass through developmental stages
requiring the formation of stable,
loving bonds with her care-giver well
before the mother could be released
from prison. The competing wishes
and rights of female prisoners are
advanced in the briefs for the mother.
Clinic students were also taken to
visit other imprisoned women to get

a fuller understanding of the
mother's perspective. Whatever the
eventual decision in the case, law
clinic students this year have had a
particularly dramatic insight into the
competing needs and claims which
courts must weigh in deciding such
difficult cases. The continuance of
the Child Advocacy Cline, which was
founded through outside funding,
has recently been approved by the
Law School faculty.

Presidential Order
On Cost-Benefit
Analysis May Be
Unconstitutional
Executive Order 12,291, announced
by President Reagan in February
1981, requires that rules passed by
executive agencies be subjected to a
rigid cost-benefit analysis before they
can take effect. The order, which is
intended to improve the efficiency
and accountability of the informal
rulemaking processes of executive
agencies, is unconstitutional according to an article in a recent issue
of the Michigan Law Review.
By requiring that the Office of
Management and Budget analyze all
major rules, the Order displaces the
discretion of agency officials, executing essentially legislative duties
delegated to the agencies by Congress, to formulate domestic policy.
Thus the Order violates the constitutional principle of separation of
powers between the executive and
legislative branches and "exceeds the
proper bounds of presidential
authority."
The article further argues that the
Order raises the possibility of secret
contacts between agency officials and
the Office of Management and Budget which could be exploited by
"private parties with allies in the
White House." In effect, the article
says, such contacts become weighted
with the prestige and authority of
the presidential office and "bypass
the integrity of formal and informal
rulemaking as envisaged by
Congress."
Morton Rosenberg, a public law
specialist working for the Congressional Research Service at the Library
of Congress, is the author of the article. It is the first published extensive
scholarly analysis of Executive Order
12,291.

Rosenberg contends that the Order
"sets up a framework for management of the administrative
rulemaking process that is unprece-

dented in scope and substance. Thus,
he says, the order "significantly interferes with a function over which the
Constitution gives Congress primary
if not exclusive, control."
In support of his argument that the
Order violates the doctrine of separation of powers, Rosenberg points to
a 1952 United States Supreme Court
Decision invalidating President Truman's seizure of steel mills to avert a
strike during the Korean War. Citing
the opinion of Justice Robert Jackson
in that case, Rosenberg argues that
certain powers belong exclusively to
the Congress under the Constitution;
others are exclusively the President's ,
while still others fall into a "zone of
twilight" in which President and
Congress have concurrent authority.
According to Rosenberg, "strong
reasons exist for viewing the Order as
within Congress 's exclusive domain ,"
where the President may not legitimately act unless Congress has
validly delegated power to him .
While Congress has nowhere stated
the role that the President should
play in informal rulemaking , relevant
sources "convincingly demonstrate
Congress's intention to exclude the
President from a policy-making role
in the administrative process ."
Congressional use of the legislative
veto over certain agency rules , the
Administrative Procedures Act. and
the description of the President's
budgetary and reorganizational powers all reveal an affirmative intent
to deny the President the authority
assumed in Presidential Order
12,291 . Under Judge Jackson's test.
says Rosenberg , the President "has
exceeded his authority, and the order
represents an intrusion by the executive branch into the legislative
sphere."
The Michigan Law Review article is
also critical of the Order's oversight
provisions which require that regulatory agencies' cost-benefit analyses be
reviewed by a centralized bod composed of the President's top advisors .
This provision creates a new and
influential entry point to the rulemaking process for ex parte contacts.
"To ensure fidelity to due process
and the integrity of informal rulemaking as envisaged b the
Congress," Rosenberg concludes ,
"courts should require that significant hite House contacts be
disclosed in the rulemaking docket."
Rosenberg sees Order 12.291 as
an outgrowth of contemporary political rhetoric which implies that the
President has virtually unbounded
authority when, in fact, his power 'to
implement his domestic policies is
subject to powerful constitutional and
statutory constraints.'
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Marcus Plant Retires
After Three Decades on
Law School Faculty

Marcus Plant
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arcus L. Plant, Prof ssor of Law,
is retiring from active faculty status
as of ay 31 , 1982, after a dedicated
career of teaching and research.
Professor Plant was born in New
London. isconsin, in 1911. He
received his B.A. and M.A. degress
from Lawrence College in 193 2 and
1934 . After two years as a high
school teacher he returned to law
school, receiving his J.D. from the
University of Michigan in 1938. His
career as a practicing la er
included private practice in ilwaukee , isconsin and e
ork, and
service ith the Office of Price
Administration.
Professor Plant joined the Law
School in 1946 and has been a member of the faculty ever since.
At the Law School, Professor
Plant's teaching and scholarly interests have spanned three major fields.
He has taught torts from the beginning of his career and published
a book on Cases on Torts (1953) . He
has long taught and lectured on the
relationships between law and medicine and co-authored a treatise on
The Law of Medicine (1959) . His
teaching and writing on workers'
compensation and allied laws have
borne fruit in several succeeding
editions of a book most recently titled
Cases and Materials on Workers ' Compensation and Employment Rights
(1980). He has written and lec~ured.
widely on these topics, spreadmg his
influence far beyond the limits of
the University.
In a tribute to Professor Plant his
colleague, Luke K. Cooperrider, characterized his scholarship thus:
"The clarity of his analysis , his
fidelity to the facts , and his appreciation of the capacity of the facts to
limit the law-making character of the
decision have frequently shed light
upon a law left murky by the explications of the decision-makers. Broad
generalizations , philosophical di~ressions , manipulation of the maten~ls
to fit personal ideology , are not his
style. His approach may seem cautious , but if so the caution is that of
the careful lawyer, central to the
lawyer s craft."
Law has not been the only area of
Professor Plant s service to the University and the community. He
served for twenty-four years as the
University's faculty representative to
The Intercollegiate Conference of
Faculty Representatives a1?-d the .
ational Collegiate Athletic Associa-

tion . From 1967 to 1969 he was
Pr sident of the N.C.A.A., and from
1 69 to 1972 he was a member of the
United States Olympic Committee.
He worked tirelessly in these roles to
preserve the place of amateur and
academic values in athletic
comp titian.
As Professor Cooperrider wrote,
"Marc is a practical minded person , lawyer as much as academician,
a fact that helps account for the
esteem in which his counsel was
held in athletic circles, and his success in e plaining the law to medical
audiences. It has much to do also
with his success in the classroom .
His students cherish the wealth of
anecdotal material he adds to the
casebook fare to make the subject
come clear and alive, and the way he
calls upon his own experiences and
those of his former students and
other professional acquaintances for
that purpose. With fewer than sixty
class hours to cover the basic firstyear topics he moves briskly through
the cases at a pace that sometimes
leaves the students breathless , but
they tell me that his class nevertheless benefits more than most from
a classroom dialogue conducted in an
atmosphere free from fear, joined by
an unusually large proportion of
the class, and frequently continued in
the corridor and in visits to his office.
He appears to them to be less concerned with abstract doctrine than
with the cases, and from him they
learn well the importance of attending closely to the facts and to the
decisions . At the end of the term they
enter the examination room with a
good feeling, in the belief that they
have learned what it was all about
and can face with confidence what
lies ahead . They give him very high
marks as a teacher and as a human
being , and remember him with affection. In conversations with alumni
graduated in the last three decades,
his is one of the names that most
frequently arise."
For more than three decades, Professor Plant has engaged the
intellects and captured the affection
and respect of students , alumni,
members of the practicing bar, the
medical profession , people engaged
in athletics, and his colleagues. He
has played well all of the many roles
that he has assumed in his active
career.

Visitors To and Fro
Distinguished visiting prof ssors at
th Law School during the 1 81-82
acad mic y ar have contributed
exp rtis and experi n e in a wide
variety of fields. Among thos who
visit d for the full year was Per
Lachman from Copenhagen, Denmark wh re he serves as counsel to
the Danish Foreign Ministry. During
the fall semester Mr. Lachman was
a research scholar at Michigan. In the
winter he taught cours s on Foreign
Relations of the European ommunity and on International Law.
Professor Joan Hollinger of the
University of Detroit Law S hool also
visited for the academic year. An
expert in family law, Professor Hollinger taught a seminar entitled
"Problems in the History of Family
Law" in the fall and a lecture course
on law and the family in the winter.
Throughout the year she also taught
a section of the first year course in
Contracts. Professor Hollinger's current research is on the history of
adoption laws in America with special emphasis on the problems of
confidentiality and secrecy in the
adoption process.
Professor Barry Furrow also visited at the Law School for the year.
He is on the faculty of American
University and is a scholar on the
interaction of law and scien e. While
at Michigan Professor Furrow has
taught the first-year course in Civil
Procedure and a course in evidence
during the fall. In the inter he conducted a seminar on medico-legal
prQblems. He is most recently the
author of Malpractice in Ps chotherapy (Boston: D.C. Heath. 1980).
Visiting for the fall semester was
John Barton of Stanford Universit
Law School. Professor Barton taught
a course on International Busine s
and a seminar on problems of arm
control.
Winter-term visitors includ d Professor Roger Findley from the
Universit of Illinoi oll g of La
in hampaign. He taught the ba ic
course in Propert this t rm . Prof
sor Findle is an authorit in
environmental law and most r c ntl
is co-author of a casebook on th
subj ct, published b
est and o. in
1981.

Professor Kurt Hanslowe of Cornell University La School a also
at Michigan for the winter, t aching a
course on labor law and a Labor
Arbitration seminar. Prof ssor Hanslowe is the author of many books
and articles in that field.
Professor John R. Price from the
University of Washington Law chool

was another winter term visitor. He
taught courses in his areas of expertise, one on trusts and estates and
another on estate planning. Professor
Price has written most recently on
"The Uses and Abuses of Irrevocable
Life Insurance Trusts."
Visiting from France was Patrick
Juillard who practices as French
counsel to O'Melveny and Meyers
and tea hes law at the Academie de
Paris, Universite Rene Descartes.
Professor Juillard taught International
Law and "Selected Problems in Constitutional Law: A Comparison,"
while at Michigan.
Martin J. Adelman, a Michigan
alumnus (JD '69) and member of the
faculty of ayne State University,
taught Antitrust Analysis and Copyright Law this winter at the Law
School. A. Dan Tarlocke of the faculty of Illinois Institute of
Technology-Chicago-Kent College of
Law also visited during the winter.
An expert in environmental la, who
has written widel , Professor Tarlocke taught a course on oil and gas
and another on Public Control of
Land Use. He is most recently coauthor of a book on the subject of
land use controls.
Ellen J. Messing ser ed as Clinical
Instructor during the "''inter term,
supervising the , ork of students in
the Clinical La, Program. Before
coming to the Law School she was
litigation attorne for the Bi-Regional
Older Americans Ad ocacy Center
in Ann Arbor.
* * * *
The Law chool , a fortunate in
ecuring the ervices of these visitors
since e eral fichigan faculty " ere
ither on research lea e, abbatical ,
or were in ited to visit at other
chool :
Professor Roger A. Cunningham
of the 1ichigan Facult , as
appointed the tephen C. O'Connell
isiting Profe or at the ni ersit of
Florida olleg of La, for the , inter
eme ter. The profe or hip , , hich
i th fir t endm ed chair at the Unier it of Florida Coll ge of La ,
honor an alumnu of th chool v ho
b cam
hief Justice of the Florida
upr m Court and President of the
Uni ersit of Florida.
Profess~r Cunningham has taught
and v.rritten on Propert , Land
Finance, and Land U e Control Law.
He is a-author of a idel used
cours book, Ba i Propert Law ( ith
Prof ors Olin Browder and Allan
mith of i higan, as ell as ith
Profe or Julin of the Universit of
Florid College of Law). Professor
Cunni gham is curr ntl at ork on

a comprehen ive single-volume te, tbook on property law.
Professor John Reed of ichigan
visited at Harvard Law School during
the winter semester. Professor Reed
is an expert in the field of civil litigation and is active in e idence la,"'
reform. He recentl became editor of
the International S-ociety of Barrister
Quarterl .
Professor Frank R. Kennedy , who
i the Thoma 1. Coale Profe sor
of Law at Iichigan, was a visiting
professor at Hastings College of the
Lav at the niversit of California
during the inter seme ter. Formerl_
the Reporter for the Ad isory Committee on Bankruptcy Rule of the
Judicial Conference of the nited
tates , Professor ennedy i an
authorit in the areas of bankruptcy
and debtors ' and creditors· right . Hi
e plication and asses ment of Public
Law o. 95-598. The Bankruptc_
Reform ct of 1978. wa recentl
reprint d in The Ameri an Bank~
rupt
Law Journal (Volume 55 .
inter 1981).
The arti le. entitled "The Bankruptc Court Under the e\
Bankruptc Law: It tructur and
Juri di tion ," offer an o er i \
of hange instituted and how th
accomplish the major goal arti ulated b the Cammi ion on the
Bankruptcy La, of th
nit d
tate .
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